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Abstract. Emerging field of intimate computing relates to the tech-
nologies that aim to mediate affective communication across distance.
Conventional telecommunication media are originally designed for col-
laborations and task oriented goals with the poor support of intimate
experiences. Contemporary lifestyle changes leaded to design and adop-
tion of technologies in support of long distance relationships. The present
work is a study of existing prototypical systems and related conceptual
studies in this realm of study. Their design perspective, mechanism and
human factors are described. Challenges coupled to this domain are stud-
ied and future research directions are proposed.

Keywords: Telepresence, Mediated intimacy, Telematic emotional com-
munication, User interface, Perspective.

1 Introduction

Intimacy is defined by social scientists as cognitive and emotional expressiveness,
support, engagement, and physical contact [1]. Maintaining intimacy in the re-
lationship is emphasized as a necessary factor of the romantic relationship [2].
However, increase of Long Distance Relationships (LDR), and poor functional-
ity of current telecommunication system hampers the convergence of intimacy
across distance.

Conventional technologies for mediated remote communication are originally
designed for collaboration, teleoperation, and task oriented activities which are
optimized for efficient exchange of information. This trend compromises the non-
informative dimension of interaction. Therefore, intimate computing increasingly
gained the attention of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and Human Robot
Interaction (HRI) researchers to support LDR and has opened a new area of
study known as intimate computing. It resulted in a considerable amount of
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studies and prototypes, by adopting the metaphor of remote or mediated inti-
macy. In these technologies the goal is promoting social bond rather than any
information or data transition. The pioneering works in this area are three pro-
totypical systems namely “ Feather, Scent, and Shaker developed by Strong &
Gaver [3] which affords remote intimate communication by providing ambient
representation of the distant partner. It gave a new insight in telecommunication
technologies. This paper takes and opportunity to survey the current state-of-
the-art in intimate computing. It describes research and prototypes developed
to date, and provide suggestions for future directions of research in this area.

2 Human Factor Elicitation for Design of Intimate
Medium

Intimate communications are distinct form typical communications studied by
HCI researchers, such as relationships amongst friends or colleagues [4]. Chal-
lenges on studying intimacy arises from their ephemeral nature, low informa-
tional content and emotional significant, self-disclosure and privacy, unsaid in-
teractions and idiosyncratic nature. Also there is no predefined language for its
description [5]. Since intimate behaviors are strikingly nuanced and often subtly
vague to outsiders, involvement of users is unavoidable in design of its support-
ing technologies. One area of research in intimate computing relates to human
factor elicitation and user experience of these technologies.

One of the approaches is using technology probes. For example: Lottridge et
al. [6] explored the design space for remote intimate communication between
couples. They realized the potential to draw on the daily routine “empty mo-
ments” of couples. Ambiguity, aesthetic, continuity, asymmetry, and movability
were comforted by users as design space for sharing empty moments.

OB́rien & Mueller [7] applied technology probe to investigate when partners
in close relationships would want tactile exchange through holding hands while
apart. However the experiment was not successful since the probe was too simple
to encourage couples to use it. They realized a probe should be simple but aes-
thetically well designed to encourage participant to use it. Kaye & Goulding [8]
developed personalized probes for long term study through the users proposed
sketches. They studied how objects were used and how changed their communi-
cation pattern. This study was based on the advantages of personal over mass
communication in the context of intimacy.

Another perspective focuses on scenario based design. For example, Battar-
bee et al. [9] tried to design in support of intimacy within an urban environ-
ment. It was done through observations within the city and developing scenarios.
King [10] explored how people use interactive technologies in their relationships
through legitimating the participates to explore the possible future, instead of
being restricted to current technology.

Other studies on design space are: King & Forlizzi [11] used interview, web
based diary study and photo journal. They found possibilities for emotional
connectedness by designing reflective and slow interfaces which are linked to the
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sense of place. Pace et al. [12] studied virtual world as a source of intimacy and
found permeability across virtual and real worlds, mundane as origin of intimacy,
reciprocity and exchange, and temporality in shaping intimate experience. Gooch
& Watts [13] proposed a framework to formalize the design space for intimate
communication devices. They have highlighted the 6 factor of Personalization,
Sensory Medium, Effort, Openness of the System, Metaphor of Use, and Fleeting
vs Realized Output. These factors are based on the study of previous developed
devices and more study is needed for validation and refining the framework.

There has been several attempts in exploring the effect of physiological and
nonverbal signals on perception of intimate connections. For instance: Gooch &
Watts [14] proved the impact of heat as an aspect of touch using thermal hug
belt. Carpe Diem [15] proved the effect of eye contact in intimacy. Slovák et al.
[16] Investigated people perception on heart rate feedback. They found heartrate
feedback an affective connectedness signals as well as connector. In another study
Janssen et al. [17] empirically proved the possibility of using heartbeat transi-
tion as an intimate signal through self-report and behavioral monitoring in an
immersive virtual environment.

These are not the only attempts in studying intimate computing through user,
however these are studies which dominantly focused on user perception. Other
researches have also involved users in the system design and evaluation into some
extents.

3 Prototypes for Mediated Intimacy

The design space for remote intimate couples has largely been populated with
technologies that support and mediate intimacy via abstracted presence [18,19].
Gaver categorizes these technologies into two groups, those which mediate inti-
mate behaviors and those which provoke intimate reactions [3]. The first group
attempts to mediate intimate feelings or actions through reproduction, mani-
festation or imitation of them, using technology. Whilst the second group con-
centrates on evoking reactions instead of explicit expressions [20]. Gaver [5] has
identified three common features in most of these technologies: use of evocative
materials; use of poetic mappings rather than didactic metaphors; and reliance
on physical materials.

Fig. 1 shows the relative distribution of some of these technologies that will
be described in the following sections. They are classified based on degree of
holism and realness versus abstract and poetic presence that they convey.

3.1 Technologies That Mediate Intimate Behaviors

In this group commonly pair of coupled interfaces transmit the intimate behav-
ior requiring near body presence. Whereas the interface acts on behalf of the
remote person to literally or symbolically reproduced the intimate expressions.
In literal approach the intimate action is directly reproduced. Whilst in symbolic
(poetic) simulation, intimate behavior is mapped to another form. Attempts on
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Fig. 1. Relative distribution of some of the telepresence technologies

this category includes different types of remote haptic communications such as
hugging, kissing, grasping, shaking hand, hand holding. Other physical interac-
tions such as, whispers, sound of heartbeat and body heat of significant others
sleeping beside are in this category.

3.2 Technologies That Provoke Intimate Reactions

One perspective on intimate computing is implicit affective communication. In
this approach abstract interfaces can convey the sense of presence in absence
in an ambient way. They do not transmit any intimate behavior however they
support emotional aspects of intimacy and provoke intimate reaction without
explicit expression.

Ephemeral and Poetic Interactions. There has been several works that
provoke intimacy through ephemeral interactions. The earliest of this type are
“Feather, Scent, and Shaker” envisioned by Strong and Gaver [3]. They are
paired devices that implicitly aware users when their remote partner thinks of
them. In“Feather” interaction with a picture frame causes the feather drift in the
air. Shaker facilitates the exchange of tactile gestures through a simple remote
force feedback mechanism. And scents actuates ephemeral aroma at home when
the traveling partner interacts with a photo frame. These prototypes convey
romantic sensation through serendipitous and ephemeral attributes of interfaces.
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Fig. 2. Relative distribution of some of the telepresence technologies

“Hintouch” [21] is a Two-Way Ambient Communication prototype with support
of context information around picture.

“LumiTouch” [22] is a pair of picture frames with the photo of remote users on
each other’s desks which are used as interface. When the sender squeezes the pic-
ture frame, her partner’s picture frame displays area illuminates corresponding
with input squeeze intensity. Different combination of of light intensities, colors,
and pulses are decided by couples as a private language for their interaction.

Also “SmallConnection” [23] expresses faint information such as light, wind
and touch using robotic technology. Light symbolizes presence by synchronically
turning on and off between two distant homes. Winds detects the sound in re-
mote place and spins in sync with it. And touch is transmitted by synchronized
movement of paired buttons. “VIO” Virtual Intimate Objects (VIO) [24] trans-
mits one bit message by clicking on a virtual circle on a task bar that brightens
the remote persons’ circle.In another study on VIO [25] users were evaluated us-
ing a logbook including open ended questions regarding the context of use. This
Study also revealed that this simple interaction has a rich interpretation which
suggest the importance of usage context in remote communication technologies.

Co-presence through Hybrid Sensory Interaction. There has been several
prototypes that express intimacy through hybrid sensory mode. Such as: “Keep
in touch” [26] that facilitates playful, visuotactile interaction by ’fabric screen’.
Each persons’ screen displays an out-of-focus video of his/her counterpart, that
comes to focus after touching the fabric. “ComTouch” [27] augments touch to
voice communication by sending vibrotactile feedback on the mobile phone dur-
ing conversation. “Shake2Talk” [28] is a mobile messaging system that facilitates
sending audio-tactile messages by SMS. Messages are composed by four gestures
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of stroke, tap, flick which are mapped to different audio-tactile message and
played to the sender as they make the gesture. User evaluation showed it was
most used by couples living apart.

Shared Experience. Bhandari& Bardzell [29] proposed four design concepts
around these them: “Matchus board” and “Together aquarium” were based on
the theme of experience sharing. In which the first one facilitates experience
sharing by synchronized drawing on a board using multi-user touch input and
output devices. And the later through coordination on taking care of online
virtual aquarium. The second pair were based on the theme of awareness namely
“Cancan” and “Audible gifts”. Cancan was a button augmented on a watch
which corresponds to “cannot be available now”. Audible gift was inspired by
significance of “letters” since they have tangibility, thoughtfulness, and require
effort which is a pair of microphone and speaker for sending five minutes message.

“Lovers’ Cup” [30] explores the idea of conveying the feelings of co-drinking
as a communication channel for a couple in physically different places. Amount
of liquid in each cup is shown in the partners’ cup with LEDs and shaking the
cups vibrate its remote pair.

Simple Awareness. “BuddyClock ” [31] is a network-enabled alarm clock,
which can share alarm status with alarm clocks within a social group. It is
predicted such natural status sharing may enhance social awareness, facilitate
self-reflection and intimacy. In case of distant romantic couples after a few days
their sleeping pattern was synchronized.

“CoupleVIBE” [32] is an awareness unobtrusive privacy-friendly, communi-
cation channel on mobile. It shares location information of remote partners by
sending specialized touch cues when users moves to each location. This medium
allows them to keep updated without being distracted from their daily activity.

“Personal portraits” rises or dims a remote photo frame based on the existence
or absence of key ring, which is ambience representation of presence at home.
“Light sculptures” uses light bulbs to show presence at home. And in “SoftAir
Communication” pressure and movements are detected through embedded sen-
sors in the chair when they are touched and show the presence of remote person
by embedded lights and sounds on the touched surface [33].

Effort and Mutual Exchange. Another abstract approach which affords self-
disclosure, communicates moods and shows effort and individualization is “shar-
ing emotion through self composed melodies” [34]. This system allows users to
compose and share melodies via mobile phones. It synchronically shares emo-
tional state of the sender. They founded self composed melodies have strong
impact on receiver which is similar to the effect of crafted piece of art offered to
a beloved person.

“Lovers’ box” [35] is a digital artifact that aims to engage couples in reflection
on their relationship. The role of refection which is through creation, exchange
and sharing is examined using digital artifacts. Feeling communication interface
was a box that could exchange self-created video messages between couples. The
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other factors that supported intimate interaction were being more customizable
than text, private sharing, and giving & receiving. It also has ambiguity since it
allows the users to interpret and analyze the message.

Fictitious Co-habiting through Sharing Everyday Artifacts and Ob-
jects. Another group of prototypes use the existing and adapting existing arti-
facts as a communication medium instead of creating a completely new device.
This theme is initiated by Dodge through a prototype named “The bed” [36].
By equipping the pillows with heating pads and vibrating motors presence and
heartbeat of the remote person is symbolized.

“Peek-a-drawer” [37] facilitates virtually sharing drawers among remote fam-
ily members. In this device when a user put something in the drawer its photo is
taken and appears in the remote drawer. “Habitat” [38] is a series of joined fur-
niture for background awareness between distant couples. The initial prototype
consists of two, networked coffee table whereas each station consists of a com-
puter, RFID tag reader and a video projector. Objects placed on the table are
sensed by the RFID reader and its corresponding representation is projected on
the remote table. When objects are removed their representation fades gradually.

“SyncDecor” [39] informs couples of each other’s activity by synchronizing
daily appliances. This system can remotely synchronize lamps lightness, trash
door open, TV channel and smell between remote couples. “Magic Sock Drawer”
[40] enables to create digital hand-drawn or typed messages and then automat-
ically produce the physical printed version in the remote users’ drawer. The
system design supports four intimate computing design concepts including: ex-
change between dyads, personalization, tangibility and location sharing.

“Digital Selves” proposed by Grivas [41] proposes fictitious merge of the homes
of remote couples. This system recognizes the positions of electronic objects
inside the two disparate homes of a couple living apart. The advantage over
simple ambient communication is adding spatiality and creating sense of place.

4 Discussions and Recommendations for Future Research

In this paper we have attempted to present a broad outline of the field of
intimate computing, including relevant conceptual descriptions, human factor
elicitation , technical mechanism, and current design trends, fueled by psycho-
logical attributes, as well as trends in affective computing, social technologies,
and telepresence. The prototypical systems and design perspectives reviewed in
the present paper have set the stage for future studies on intimate computing by
inspiring researchers, designers, and developers by providing description of the
state of the art.

However, it seems that in design investigation and point solutions, there is
still ambiguity in approach that best support LDR. Deeper conceptual under-
standing on the nature of intimacy and practical experiments on the effects of
mediated intimacy is needed. Due to the private and delicate nature of inti-
macy conventional user need exploration techniques such as ethnography are
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not efficient enough. There have been several attempts in use of cultural probes,
but since the current attempts are still rudimentary, more encouraging and well
designed cultural probes are still needed.

Although the field of intimate computing is largely populated by technologies
that facilitate experience sharing, they have likeness and monotony and very
naive approach to love and relationships [42]. Therefore technologies and design
ideas that support different subjective love languages are needed.

To date very few objective evaluation techniques of the systems are available
beyond the simple descriptions from users or quantitative analysis with few par-
ticipants. Studying the long term effect of intimae interaction through developed
mediums and benchmarking among different suggested designs is rarely experi-
enced. We recommend more detail studies on the user acceptance of such novel
trend of communication, and also studying potential cultural, gender and age
differences in the degrees of acceptance and ethical issues. What the relatively
new area of intimate computing would benefit most from at this early stage is
more studies that put the assumed design decisions, described in the reviewed
literature to the test and practice in the real world application.

Study on unmediated intimate communication, reveals unmet research ques-
tions. For instance an interesting question is whether people hold the same ex-
pectancies about the use of mediated intimacy as about the unmediated one.
Whether or not the mediated has the same physiological and psychological ef-
fects. For instance in real-life scenario people have different reactions to opposite
sex and to their own partner compared to same sex and stranger. Exploring the
design solutions and engineering ideas that recreate the same sensation in me-
diated environments is also recommended.

Current technologies still do not support the same natural sensation of real
intimate communication. Studies on real interaction offers a good solution to
explore the necessary technical and design improvements. Experimental studies
on physical properties of real intimate interactions could help to figure out the
physical properties (e.g., required actuation amount, pattern) which may lead
to more organic sensation.

Exploration on alternative solutions with the same physiological or perceived
effect instead of literal simulation of intimate behaviors is suggested. For in-
stance, approaches such as rubber hand illusion [43] could be adapted to provide
the perception that the medium acting on behalf is the extension of self.

Also physical close interactions, causes the release of chemicals such as oxy-
tocin and serotonin that help to feel happy and connected [44]. Studies on alter-
nate technologies that stimulate brain for the same reaction could contribute to
this field. Also since the nature of this study is multidisciplinary involvement of
people from different fields can be promising.

Common theme of intimate computing technologies is pairing abstract de-
vices that connected through internet and enable simple interactions. However,
a holistic telepresence medium that provokes or expresses intimacy is not yet
developed.
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In intimate communication systems, there is a move towards investigating
the use of touch. In current systems, it is usually done through simple vibration,
pressures or other forms of actuation. Development of high fidelity mediums
through advanced control of tactile stimulation algorithms, non-invasive sensing
technologies or machine leaning is still needed.

Current telecommunication mediums such as video conferencing compromise
the non-verbal signal of eye-gaze direction. Although there has been very few
attempts in this area [45] they are still in their infantry. Technical improvements
and integration in intimate computing interfaces could be promising. Another
suggested research direction is development of intelligent agents to interfere and
advice in the relationships instead of simply transmitting the nonverbal cues.
Also improvement in usability (exp., non-disruptiveness, embedding in current
communication medium instead of separate device, and portability.) is suggested.

5 Conclusion

To sum up, the studies reviewed in the present paper show variety of promising
design perspectives of mediated intimacy, ranging from once in a while communi-
cating a bit of data [24], to a complex telepresence robot [46]. However, to date,
the developed interfaces are still prototype and needs cutting edge technical, de-
sign and usability improvements to be empirically applied in real-life scenarios.
Doing so has consequence for the progress of the field, for science, commerce,
and social health.
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